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TYPE I ERROR

~TES

FOR THE UNEQUAL VARIANCE T TEST

J. Philip Miller, Reimut Wette and Robert p. PaTka
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If the variances are estimated from each sample
separately, then the distribution of t* is not
known. SAS implements an approximate degree
of freedom (ADF) solution iu which the first
and second moments of the distribution are
asympto~ically equated to a Student's t whose
degrees of freedom arQ given by:

problem of comparing two

sample means from normal populations when the
variances cannot be assumed to be equal is a
statistical

p~oblem

wich

8

long and contro-

versial history. It is a p~oblem in which
Fisher's fiducial inference theory and
N~ym&n-Pear8on's

confidence interval theory

produce clear differences.
1973;

pp~

146-157).
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It is one of the classic

problems of statistical inference, fOT on the
surface it is a simple problem, yet no ~1m11ar

df'

region exists.

The prasent report is not. however, ~oncerned
with the theoretical aspects but rather
addressee the problem on a more applied leve1
appropriate for those engaged in data analyaia
activities. SAS PROC TTEST~ as practically
all other statistical packages, routinely
prints results for an "unequal variance t
test H • The current research was originally
directed towards understanding the performance
of that test when 1t was used with the F test
on the aqual1ty of the variances as a pretest
estimator. That procedure is explicitly
prescribed by the SPSS manual (Nie~ et a1
1975, p. 270) and appears to be the one
followed by many applied statisticians. It
is charact@riz@d by performing an F test for
equality of the two variances and applying
the unequal variance t test i f the F is
significant Qt some l~vel ai, say; otherwise
app1ying the regular t test which assumes the
equa1ity of the two variances~ This
procedure Is usually justified by a belief
that the unequal variance t test is eonser~
vative when applied to samples which ~ctually
have identical population variances~
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This approach is variously attTibu~ed to
Satterthwaite (1941) or Smith (1936) and is
a1so impl~ented in BM()P. IMSL. SPSS and it is
found in such texts as Bennett and Franklin
(1954). It is perhaps easier to visualize
when (2) is written as

Generally, the number of degrees of freedam
ia nQt integer valued. SAS (79.5) does a
linear interpolation in P between ~he brack~l
ins integer df values. SPSS (7.2) utilizes
FLOOR(df) for its P-va1ue.

(1)

Since the understanding of the test is
Virtually impossible f:t:om ana1ytic considerat.ions, we have approached the problem via
MOnta Carlo techniques. Initial explorations
ware accomplished utilizing the random number
generation faci1ities in SAs~ PROC PRINTTO
to save the ou~put, and SAS to summarize the
results. In order to provide more flexible
analyses, however. the simulations which are
repOrted here were accomplished with Fortran
programs run on a Har~iB 125 computer and
numerical routines were drawn from IMSL (ed. 7)
wherever possible. Tha results reported here
repre5~nt some 10 mill~on t tests on over a
million different samples.

where
and 32 are the unbiased estimates of
the variances
groups 1 and 2~ ~1 and X2 the
sample means, and nl and n2 the sample sizes.
t* would be distributed normally with
expectation 0 and variance 1 if the actual
population variances were used, or
as Student's t if ,their ratio were known.

We examined the case with identical population
variances for each sample. Since we were
intere.sted in the empirical Type 1 error rates,
we began with the case of identical population
means. Specifical1y~ the values wtthin ea~h
sample were generated with means 0 and
variances 1. The samples were generated with
t.he IMSL routine GGNML. An experiment consisted of from 1.000 to 5.000 replications of
the sample for a given set of values for n and
1

As we began to perform some simulations of
the procedure, we discovered that, although
that contention was true for ssmp1es of equal
size, it was not true for samples of unaqual
size. This called for an examination of the
test performed by SAS and t.he search far a
test with superior performance, if one
existed.

the unequal variance t test SAS computes
th-a srtat.istic
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Positive values for LO indicate that the P for
the AD! test 1s larger than chat for the equal
variance t test, that is~ that the teat is
~onservative.
~egat1ve va1ues indicate P
values which are too smai1, thus invalidat~ng
the nominal signifi~anc~ 1eve1e. The average
LO value for an experiment was then computed as
well as the standard deviation of the LO
values. The latter provided an index of the
consistency of the performance of the test
re1~tive to the equal variance t test.

n • P values were calculated for each sample.
2 each experiment the empirical two-sided
For
rejec.tion rates at nominal rejection levels of
.01 •• 05 •. 10 and .20 were recorded. For the
case of equal sample sizes these empirical
Type I error rates are shown in Figure 1.
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Other ADF approaches have been proposed in
texts and other computer packages. IMSL and
BMDP bo~h utilize the -same formulas as SAS,
only instead of interpolating for the fractional degrees of freedom". they compute the P-va1ues
by transforming t to a Beta-distributed
variable, which is then defined for nQninteger
df. We shall refer to this approach as the
Beta method~ Dixon and Massey. in the first
(1951) and second (1957) editions offer a
different formula for the di, viz.,
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The DM method is also offered in such texts as
Anderson and Bancroft (1952) aod Remington and
Schork (1970). With no comment and no reference Dixon and Massey replaced formulas in
their third edition (1969) to one given earlier
by Bli •• (1967). vi •••
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Figure 1
Empirical two-sided Type 1 erro~ rates
for nominal significance levels of .01,
.05, .10 and .20. Rates are for the
SAS method and are based on 5 7 000
replications. 95% confidence inteTVsls
(based on arc sine transformation) are
shown with dashed lines.

(6)

These results demonatrated the basic cOnservatism assumed of the test. For all practical
purposes the conservatism is negligible for
n1=n2 over 10. Since as summary statistics
tnese empirical Type I e~ror rates are subject
to large sampling variability, we also C~
puted several other summary statistics which
are somewhat mora st~bl~ de6cripto~6 of the
test 1 s performance. For each samPle genera~ed,
we computed the P associated with the t*
obserVed using (2) for the df and SAS t iii
interpolation a1gorithm. This P value was
then compared with the correct Fe value which
was that compuLed by the etandard 7 equal
variance t test by way of the log of the odds
ratio, i.e.

Certainly all of these ADF methods are asymptotically equivalent as the degrees of freedom
increase, since the exact value of the degrees
of freedom be~omes much less important in
determining the significance level. These
ADF methods~ even when employing the Beta
distribution, provide computationally rapid
methods for the calculation of the appropriate
P values.
Another approach t which is found in certain
texts, is to utilize a critical t value which
is a function of tahu1ated t values. One of
the ear1iest of these 15 by CochrQn (1964) aad
compares t* w1th the observed t*, where t* is
given by a.
a

p
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(7)

where

c

(8)

...
...

and t
is the critical value for a two-sided
t d1s~figutlon with dE degrees of freedom at the
. a. level of significance. While this method is
simplE: to .implement using B standard t table for
a preselected ~ level~ the computation of a
P-value requires an iterative approximation to
find the level for which the obaerved t* and
C provide an equa~ity. ThIs weighting method,
which is also found in SnedeeOI and Cochran

Bliss

AW

\
\
\
\

(1967), Bliss (1967), and Sokal and Rohlf
(1969), we shall refer to as the C
method.
~

.05

McCullough (1960) and Banerjee (1960) each
independently proposed Q similar weighting.
but using a weighted mean square aver~ge, viz.,
t .04-

!
(9)

.03

Pagurova (1968) has provided a solution which is
a weighted combination of three t values, a t
with n1-l, a t with u 2 -1, and a t with n]+n -2
2
degrees of freedom. We shall refer to tHese
two as the ~B and the P methods.

SAS, ,.
Beta,' ,/

,

MB

.02

Mickey and Brown (1966) have shown that

.01

the correct solution is bounded by two
Student's t distributions, one with the df
equa1 to the millbu.uw. of n ~1 aud nZ-.l aud the
l
other with df=n +n -2. We shall refer to these
2·
two as the Low 1
andH.1.gh
meth 0 d 8.
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classical tabulated solutions to the
problem are provided by Sukhatme (1942) in the
Fisher and Yates (1957)· tables and by Aspin
and Welch (1949) in the Siometrika Tables
Pearson and Hartley, 1966). The Aspin-We1ch
tables are provided by an expaus~on to order
-4 in dE. Aspin (1948) reports that, unfortunatelYt it took her over 100 pages to analytically go from order -3 to -4~ so that additional
terms in the expansion are not likely to be
quickly forthcoming. The tabulations provided
in Fisher and Yates are integrations of
weighted convolutions of t distributions such
that the weighted sum of t values is greater
than the observed t*. Perhaps it is unfair
to compare Fisher's fiducially motivated test
with empirical Type I error rates. Presumably,
sueh a comparison would not have been accepted
as valid by Fisher. For each sample we computed the observed P value by e~ch of the above
eleven methods. These were then summarized
over each experiment. For the equal sample
size case we see in Figure 2 the empirical
Type I error rates corresponding to a nominal
alpha of .05.
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Figure 2
gmp1r1cal two-sided Type I error rates
for a nominal signif~cance level of .05
for various methods. the experiments
ranged from n1=D.Z""Z to n1-nZ-lO. The
dashed line r·epresenr..!;l 95% confidence:
intervals (based on arc sine transformation) for 15,000 replications.
For the equal sample size case the C and MB
methods are equivalent to the lower bound, which
in fact does provide the lower bound for all
methods. The SAS and Beta methods are close and
except for the nl-n2~2 case the Beta method is
always closer to the correct .05 level. In
fairness to the Aspin-We1ch method it should be
pointed out that the Biometrika Tables do not go
b@low nl-n2=6, an area in which. its equal sample.
size performance appears to be quite 8a~1sfac
tory. The upper bound :l9. for the -aqua1 sample.
size caae, equivalent to the ordinary equal
variance t test, which wu1d be the correct
test for the caSS8 studied. Figure 3 d9MonBtrates the average LO value for n =n from
1 2

lSB

2 to 150 and demonstrates the rapid convergence
to an average LO of -0.0.

At n1=n =2 and Ul~2. n =3 the RF method is more
cGnservAtive than the tower bound and does not
appear to offer advantages over the computation-

ally much more efficient weighted t methods_
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Average LO for each-method when nl~n2
fQr vR~iaus me£hods. Each point
represents at least 5,000 replications_
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Figure 4
Average LO for each method when n ~2 and
n ranges from 2 to 750. For
value
of n at least 5,000 replications were used.
2
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When the sample sizes are unequal. however. the
performance is not near so favorable~ as shown
in Figure 4 ~ The sample size :in group 1 waA
held conatant and the sige of group 2 varied
fram 2 to 750. The SAS method begins with the
conservative performance we aaw ~arli~r for
samples of nl=n2=2~ but by nl=2 t n2=5 it produced a negative average LO~ indicating an
empirical Type I error rate greater than the
nominal level. For low-sample sizes there were

In order to provide a better appreciation of the
extent of these overstated alpha values~ Table I
shows the actual observed Type I ~rro~ rates for
nominal alpha levels of .01, .05, ~10 and _20.

TABLE 1
Empirical Type I Error Rates (Beta Method,

no di££~renc.es between the BAS and Beta Inethods,
but at larger u2 values the average LO value
for SAS was more negative. The DH procedure
which appears to have desirable properties for
the small equal sample size case (Figure 2),
cQneist~tly performs worae than SAS OT Be~a.

(ni=2, "2=50)
.01

.05

.10

.20

.116
.117
.·151
.157

.150
.155
.193
.211

.249
.230
.270
.296

.471
.491
.471

Bliss

.075
.076
.098
.096

Weis;hted

t

C

.017
.007
.045

.053
.037
.076

.097
.084
.103

.185
.176
.169

.512
.516
.520

- .17

.000
.163
.056
.005

.001
.242
.086
.035

.026
.299
.115
.074

.132
.375
.194
.159

.535
.402
.500
.530

-1.58
.36
.16

ADF
SAS
Beta
DM

The Bliss method, -which Is the one tha.t Dixon
and Massey converted to~ performs even worse.
The lIN method performs wors~ than the boundary
condition until nl=2 and D2=8 and inferior to
the BAS and Bet~ methods until about tb~ nl~2.
n2-20 case; it never se~iouBly appears to
overstate the P value. The mean square
weighting (MBJ method appears to not have any
important advantage ov~r the C method.
Utilizing 3 Student 1 s t distributions as in
the P method also se~a to be inferiQr with
decidedly nQgative LO values at larger n.

MB
p

Ot.he.r

IOi.I
High
1M

BF
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P

.449

-

-

.60
.50

.77
.87
.00

.07

.24

significant at the .05 level. The t test
significance levels are computed by the Beta
method but similar results are noted for tbe
other methods. Probably the most notable
features of these results are that the
performance of the test is worse when the F
as a pretest estimator is set at an ~I of
.40~ which is a rc~ommcndcd level PQPular in
much of the econometric literature. There is
even cross-over for the .20 and .10 levels on
this graph. The use~ is thus fa~ed with a
dilemma: the larger the at for the pretest~
the worse the performance of the combined test
when the population variances are actually
equal., and the l'oweT' the level t the lesa power
there is to detect true inequalities in the
variances so that the correct test can be
app-11ed.

It is only th~1r general conservat~sm that
allO'W the LalIT, MB and BF met.hods not t.o OVerstate the P value. Similar results were
obs~rved for cases in which nl was allowed to
be greater than 2 and n2 ranged to several
hundred. While the unbalanced sample sizes may
not be the situations which the developers
of these tests had in mind~ this type of
imbalance is quite frequent in studies in
clinical medicine where, for example~ the
cases who die are compared to the survivors on
a wide ensemble of measures. The unequal
variance t test is then often utilized as a
more parsimonious solutiQn than transformations
of the variables or non-parametric tests.

We now

~eturn to the original question about
the use of the F test for the quality of the
variances as a pretest estimator. Figure 5
shows the empirical Type I error rates corresponding to nominal test of .05.

In summary. oar experience with this simple
case where the population variances are indeed
equal and only the Type·I error rates are considered. allow several conclusions: 1) SAS1s
computation of the P value should be based on
the Seta distribution function rather than an
the interpolation in P. 2) One cannot' be
confident that this test is always conservative •
It may be. a safe assumption for the equal
sample size case t but not for unequal sample
sizQscases., ~spe~ially not for gross dia~r@
pancies in sample sizes. 3) The use of the
F test for th~ equality of the variances 8Q a
pre-test estimator does not provtde an aceeptable way out of the problem.
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